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IMPORTANT NOTICE
This document has been prepared and issued by Fundsmith LLP
in connection with the application for admission of the ordinary
shares of Smithson Investment Trust plc (the “Company”) (the
“Ordinary Shares”) to the Official List of the Financial Conduct
Authority and admission to trading on the market for listing
securities of the London Stock Exchange (the “Admission”) and
the initial public offering of the ordinary shares of the Company
(the “Ordinary Shares”) (the “Offer”).
This document has been approved for the purposes of section
21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 by Fundsmith
LLP, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. The views and opinions expressed in it are those of
Fundsmith LLP and not necessarily of the Company or Investec
Bank plc. All such views and opinions constitute judgements by
Fundsmith LLP.
This document contains information regarding the past
performance of Fundsmith LLP and its key individuals in respect
of another fund. The past performance of Fundsmith LLP and its
key individuals is not indicative, or intended to be indicative, of
future performance or results of the Company.
This document does not constitute a prospectus or a key
information document (“KID”) relating to the Company, nor does
it constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to subscribe
for, or any solicitation of any such offer to subscribe for, any
securities in the Company nor shall this document or any part of
it, or the fact of its distribution, form the basis of, or be relied on
in connection with, any contract therefor.
Persons who wish to subscribe for Ordinary Shares pursuant
to the Offer are reminded that any such subscription should
only be made on the basis of the information contained in the
prospectus to be published in connection with the Admission
and the Offer and following receipt of the Company’s KID.
Subscriptions must not be made on the basis of the information
contained in this document. This document is an advertisement
and not a prospectus. Copies of the Prospectus and the KID
will be available from the registered office of the Company
and from the Company’s website, www.smithson.co.uk. No
reliance may be placed, for any purposes whatsoever, on the
information contained in this document or on its completeness
and this document should not be considered a recommendation
by the Company, Fundsmith LLP or Investec Bank plc in
relation to any subscription for securities of the Company. No
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representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or
on behalf of the Company, Fundsmith LLP or Investec Bank
plc, or any of their respective directors, partners, officers,
employees, advisers or any other persons as to the accuracy,
fairness or sufficiency of the information or opinions contained
in this document and none of the information contained in this
document has been independently verified by the Company
or any other person. Save in the case of fraud, no liability is
accepted for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies in such
information or opinions.
Neither this document nor any copy of it may be (i) taken or
transmitted into the United States of America, (ii) distributed,
directly or indirectly, in the United States of America or to any
US person (within the meaning of regulations made under the
Securities Act 1933, as amended), (iii) taken or transmitted
into or distributed in any member of the EEA (other than the
United Kingdom), Canada, Australia, the Republic of Ireland
or the Republic of South Africa or to any resident thereof, or
(iv) taken or transmitted into or distributed in Japan or to any
resident thereof. Any failure to comply with these restrictions
may constitute a violation of the securities laws or the laws of
any such jurisdiction. The distribution of this document in other
jurisdictions may be restricted by law and the persons into whose
possession this document comes should inform themselves
about, and observe, any such restrictions.
This document must not be copied, reproduced, published,
distributed, disclosed or passed to any other person at any time
without the prior written consent of the Company.
Investec Bank plc is acting only for the Company in connection
with the proposed Admission and the Offer and is not acting
for or advising any other person, or treating any other person
as its client, in relation thereto and will not be responsible for
providing the regulatory protection afforded to clients of Investec
Bank plc or advice to any other person in relation to the proposed
Admission or Offer. Any other person receiving this document
should seek their own independent legal, investment and tax
advice as they see fit.
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We only invest in companies
which we can own for the
long term, which we believe
will continue to compound in
value over many years and
will therefore become worth
significantly more.

With this fund we aim to provide you with
a similar investment experience to the
Fundsmith Equity Fund, being a superior
risk-adjusted return over the long term, but
by investing in a group of small and medium
sized companies. Hence the name, Smithson.
“Look closely. The beautiful may be small.” The words of
philosopher Immanuel Kant can be used to describe many
things, and we believe they fit perfectly with our view of a
business. We will therefore invest this fund in companies
between £500 million and £15 billion in market capitalisation
(‘cap’), and typically with an average of £7 billion.
The reason for creating the fund is that over time these small
and medium sized companies have been shown to outperform
large companies. As an example, our benchmark, the MSCI
World SMID Cap Index, a group of small and mid cap companies
with an average size of £1.9 billion across 23 Developed Market
countries, has increased in value at an annual rate of 9.3% over
the past 20 years*. This compares to the MSCI World Large Cap
Index, global large companies with an average size of £35 billion,
which had an annual return of 6.2% over the same timeframe.
That might not sound like a big difference, but at the end of the
20 years you would have made almost 80% more money from
investing in the SMID Cap rather than the Large Cap index.
Small and mid cap companies also have fewer research analysts
studying them than larger ones. In the US, it has been shown
that the median mid cap stock is covered by 45% fewer analysts
than the median large cap stock. It therefore stands to reason
that there may be less known about the mid cap stocks and
consequently more discrepancies between price and value for
us to take advantage of.
We will only invest in the equity of companies which we believe
can compound in value over many years, if not decades, where
we can remain a happy owner, safe in the knowledge that in 5 to
10 years’ time our investment is likely to be worth significantly
more than what we paid for it. We work on the principle that
in order to maximise long term profits, you should choose
investments with the highest probability of an acceptable profit,
rather than those with a small probability of a very high profit
(and therefore a much larger probability of a loss). Rick Mears,
three-time Indycar World Series Champion and one of only three
men to have won the Indianapolis 500 race four times, put it
rather more eloquently: “To finish first, you must first finish”.
*up to 31 July 2018
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We attempt to achieve this not by trying to predict winners, but
by only selecting companies that have already won. Perhaps
they have a dominant market share in their niche product
or service, or have brands or patents which others would
find impossible to replicate. As a result our portfolio will tend
to be concentrated in mid cap companies rather than very
small ones as we invest in companies which we already know
are successful.
Now, you might be thinking that small and mid cap companies
will exhibit higher share price volatility than large companies.
And this is true, on average. But why is price volatility a bad
thing? If we own companies that continuously compound in
value over time, then fluctuations in price can either be ignored
or taken advantage of, allowing us to buy more of the companies
we like at discounted valuations. In reality, volatility is only bad if
you are forced to sell when the market is providing unattractive
prices. If you don’t need immediate access to your investment
in cash and have a time horizon of several years (which we do)
and you aren’t required to repay loans contingent on the value
of your portfolio (which we never will), then you won’t suffer the
downside that volatility can bring to others.
We are often asked why we would invest in a company which
grows in value steadily over several years, rather than in a
company which will perform very well for a year and then sell it to
buy another the next year (and so on). The answer is: we would
do this if it were possible. Think of our preference for a single
stock as being akin to buying a lottery ticket where you only have
to guess one number. In the UK National Lottery the numbers
range from 1 to 59, so your probability of winning would be 1 in
59. Now jump back to reality where you actually have to predict
six numbers correctly to win. Suddenly your chance of success
changes to 1 in 45 million. This is more like the scenario of
constantly picking new investments, although we would argue
that choosing different winning stocks every year would require
many more than just six correct decisions. Of course the further
benefit to us, given our long term holding period, is that we
essentially hold our one number week in and week out until it
eventually comes up. Only this can generate the type of odds
that we really like.
Unfortunately, choosing the right stocks for the long term and
resisting the temptation to frequently change them is easier
said than done. This is perhaps why most investors, amateur
and professional alike, tend to become their own worst enemy
through over-activity. Even if good long-term investments are

selected, frequent changes can mean that additional trading
costs, as well as entering and exiting positions at inopportune
times, will cause significant damage to one’s long-term returns.
As Sir Edmund Hillary, the first person to summit Everest said,
“It is not the mountain we conquer, but ourselves”.
But we recognise that we are human too. We are not immune
to the emotions and biases that everyone else has. However,
it is our awareness of these, and the measures we put in place
to control their effects, which will help us to generate superior
performance. Examples of these measures include the rules
we employ regarding quality and valuation. Or the checklists
we use to ensure the features which every company we invest
in must exhibit, and to identify the warning signs which every
investment we make must avoid. Most importantly, we only look
for investments in industries which we know from experience
will create shareholder value over the long term, while avoiding
the temptation of looking at companies in industries which will
not. We figure if you want to stick to your diet, don’t look in the
sweetie drawer.
Finally, there are many fads in investing which come and go: the
Dotcom boom; the mining “supercycle” (which turned out to be
just a plain old cycle); the credit bubble; and most recently the
cryptocurrency craze, one more example in a continuous stream
of ‘new’ ways to make money. There are no new ways to make
money. It is now a subject over which people have obsessed for
centuries and so radical discoveries are unlikely.
We need you, our clients, to understand that we would never
knowingly take part in fads such as these. Although we may
as a result miss out on seemingly high returns in the short
term, you can rest assured that we will be nowhere near the
assets in question when the speculative bubble bursts. Which
it always does.

HOW WE INVEST
As we aim to be long term buy and hold investors of companies
which compound in value over time, we are very thoughtful
about the companies we choose, and as such will not find good
investment ideas very often. This brings the benefit of enforced
patience, to continue holding our positions as they compound in
value, as well as very low trading costs.
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Our investment process contains three steps:

1. BUY GOOD COMPANIES
We only invest in good businesses. This means businesses
which can sustain a high return on operating capital employed
and which generate substantial cash flow, as opposed to only
producing accounting earnings such as the ‘earnings per
share’ metric that market commentators seem so obsessed
by. If these companies also reinvest some of the cash back into
the business at their high returns on capital, the cash flow will
compound over time. And so will the value of your investment.
With these companies, time is your friend, because the longer
you hold them, the more valuable they become and the more
likely you are to make money. Sometimes, these incremental
changes over long periods of time can even lead to spectacular
results. But by doing this, we are simply trying to make things
easy for ourselves, employing a method which we believe has
the highest probability of success.
For companies to be able to continually reinvest the cash flow
back into the business at high returns, their strong profitability
must be sustained over time. We therefore spend a lot of effort
identifying the factors which will allow these companies to
maintain their profitability, as a company simply won’t compound
at a high rate if the incremental returns on newly invested
capital is low.
What are we looking for?
So what do the companies in our portfolio have that
enables them to maintain a high return on new capital
employed? Fundamentally, they require the ability to continue
outperforming the competitors trying to take a share of their
profits. Though this can be achieved via several means, we
prefer those businesses that rely on intangible assets such
as brand names, patents, customer relationships, distribution
networks, installed bases of equipment or software which
provide a captive market for services, spares and upgrades, or
dominant market shares. Ideally, companies we invest in would
even possess several of these.
The reason we are less enthused by companies which rely on
tangible assets such as buildings or manufacturing plants, is
that anyone with a big enough budget can easily replicate (and
compete with) their business. Indeed, they are often able to
become better than the original simply by installing the latest
technology in their new factory. Banks are also quite keen to
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lend against the collateral of tangible assets under the often
illusory view that this gives them greater security, meaning that
such assets can also be financed easily with debt, or as we call
it, ‘other people’s money’. Debt is provided to such companies
both cheaply and with seeming abandon at certain times in the
economic cycle, with often perilous results.
Intangible assets, on the other hand, are much more difficult
to replicate. They are typically not ‘bankable’ in the sense of
being able to borrow debt against them and so require more
equity and long term illiquid investment to build them, for which
rational investors will demand a high return, all of which is good
if this is being attempted by your competitors. And the best thing
about investing in listed companies with strong intangible assets
is that from time to time the stock market values them as if their
high returns will decline in the future, just as other companies’
returns are prone to do.
Before investing in Coca-Cola in 1988, Warren Buffet and
Charlie Munger, his long-time business partner, asked
themselves what it would cost to replicate the brand value that
Coke had built up over its 100 year history. They stopped counting
at $100 billion and subsequently decided it was probably not
even possible. Contrast that with the experience of those who
built luxury hotels on the first palm island off the coast of Dubai
– the Palm Jumeirah – who must have been a little nonplussed
to discover not one, but two, similar islands being built just along
the coast: the Palm Deira and the Palm Jebel Ali (reminding us
of the Richard Nixon saying “If two wrongs don’t make a right,
try a third”). And now between them is ‘The World’; a man-made
archipelago which in turn will compete with another called ‘The
Universe’. Whatever next? In total, these new islands have
already added over 520 kilometres to the coastline of Dubai,
giving the lie to another of those great sayings about investment
which only seem intended to get unsuspecting investors to part
with their cash: “Real estate, they’re not making it anymore”.
Try telling that to the hotel owners in Dubai.

Sometimes, these incremental
changes over long periods
of time can even lead to
spectacular results.

Very few investment managers boast about the fact that they
invest in low quality businesses, but most of them do, often
because they consider such businesses as ‘cheap’. They buy
these companies because they believe the price to be too low
relative to their assets or earnings and then wait for the market
to revalue them upwards. This is logical, however the revaluation
will depend on the whim of the market, or events which are
difficult to predict, such as the business cycle, takeovers,
restructuring or management change. So the revaluation might
happen quickly, it might take a long time, or it may never happen
at all. None of these are particularly good for an investor. If
it’s very quick, then you have to sell (as the only reason for
owning the company was its low price) and you will have to find
another ‘cheap’ company to buy to continue making money.
You can’t successfully operate a buy-and-hold strategy with
these companies. If it’s slow, then your annualised return (how
much you earn per year of ownership) might actually turn out
to be quite low. And should the market choose not to increase
the price for you, these often low-growth companies won’t be
intrinsically worth much more than when you bought them, and
sometimes worth less, however long you have owned them. In
which case, they weren’t so cheap after all. Investors using this
approach can often confuse lowly-rated with cheap, just as many
confuse highly-rated with expensive.
We look for companies with growth prospects
We only invest in businesses with growth potential. This does
not mean growth at any cost. The growth must be profitable
of course, generating high returns on the additional capital
invested into the business to enable this growth. Some of the
best businesses we look at are even able to generate strong
growth in revenue and profits with no additional capital invested.
Sadly however, these are few and far between – it is more likely
that a growing company is having to invest far too much capital
to ever make this growth of any real value to shareholders. It is
worth noting that many of the growth ‘darlings’ of each market
cycle will fall into this category.
We are also put off by extremely fast-growing companies.
In a world where people are constantly looking for instant
gratification, these types of companies tend to be extremely
popular, and are often priced too high for their risk assessed
potential future value. Secondly, they tend to be in nascent, fastgrowing industries where their competitors are also growing at
a fast clip. In these situations, it is often impossible to calculate
who, if anyone, will ‘win’ the race by ending up with a dominant
market share, and so we don’t feel confident betting on any of
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the horses. There are many new innovations that have changed
the world and created such fast-growing industries, including
railroads, electricity, oil, telephones, cars, airlines, radio, TV,
computers and the internet. Unfortunately, rapid change and
fierce competition has meant that these innovations have rarely
created long term profits for shareholders, which suggests that
the competitive dynamics of an industry are more important
in determining future shareholder value than its current
growth rate.

The well-known bond investor

The growth that we look for is achieved through either increases
in volume or increases in price. We prefer a mixture of both. The
ability to increase product prices above the rate of inflation is the
most profitable way to grow, and communicates to us that the
company has a healthy competitive position selling products or
services which are strongly desired by their customers. However,
growth through price increases alone can build a shelter under
which competitors can flourish, eventually resulting in cheaper
competition gaining significant market share, as Aldi and Lidl
proved throughout the early 2000’s at the expense of Tesco and
Sainsbury’s in the UK grocery market.

of boredom punctuated by

On the other hand, growth through additional unit volumes
almost always requires more cost, in manufacturing capacity,
volume of materials used to produce the products, as
well as distribution to customers. But increasing scale in
this way will eventually make your market position more
difficult to compete against, unlike growing through price alone,
with the further benefit that volume growth can sometimes
continue almost indefinitely.
We avoid companies with leverage
We don’t invest in companies with a lot of debt or which have
to rely upon having debt in order to provide an adequate return.
This is partly from a safety perspective, as those with high levels
of debt are the most at risk when the economic cycle turns, as
their profits tend to disappear just as their creditors want their
money back. But we are also put off by sectors such as banks
and real estate which require significant levels of debt just to
generate a reasonable shareholder return as their returns on
unlevered equity investment are simply too low.
We look for companies which invest in Research
and Development
We like companies that are able and willing to spend cash on
the research and development of their products. We believe
this creates important intangible assets such as patents and
manufacturing efficiency which are very hard to replicate by
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Howard Marks once said that
being an investor is much like
being an airline pilot: hours
moments of terror.

competitors. However, we are wary of industries which innovate
very quickly, such as technology hardware. Often companies
in these types of industries are ‘running to stand still’ i.e. they
are forced to spend high amounts on research just to keep up
with competition, rather than being able to extend their lead.
They may also be susceptible to a competitor coming up with a
better product which could make their original obsolete. This is
what we refer to as a ‘catastrophic downside scenario’, and one
which we seek to avoid at all costs. The well-known bond investor
Howard Marks once said that being an investor is much like
being an airline pilot: hours of boredom punctuated by moments
of terror. We see our job as avoiding as many moments of terror
as we can.

2. DON’T OVERPAY
We only invest in companies which we believe to be attractively
valued. Even for the highest quality companies there will be a
valuation at which they are no longer attractive investments. In
truth, one could point out that it’s quite easy for most investors
to spot high quality companies which have a current competitive
advantage and a healthy growth rate. However, when you start
to take into account the higher valuation and try to ascertain
the durability of their growth and competitive advantage, the
answer as to whether it will be a good long term investment is
not so clear.

To value potential investments we calculate the free cash flow
of every company after tax and interest, but before dividends
are paid and after adding back any capital expenditure which
is not needed to maintain the business in its current state.
We then only buy companies which we believe will continue to
compound in value, at cash flow yields (the free cash flow as a
percentage of the company’s market value) that are better than
those we would pay for a bond, which cannot grow its cash flow.
We are very aware, however, that we cannot predict the future,
and so always treat our own forecasts with a healthy degree
of scepticism. After all, the only difference between a detailed
financial model and a back of the envelope calculation, is that
at least the back of the envelope provides you with a constant
reminder that it’s just a guess.

3. DO NOTHING
After managing to buy good companies at reasonable prices (or
better) we hope that we need take no further action. This will
then facilitate the compounding of our investments over time as
the companies continue to reinvest their cash flows.
While there may be little trading going on, there will be plenty of
action in terms of continually testing our original views against
new information we discover while constantly reviewing the
news and results concerning the companies we invest in. After
all, buy and hold does not mean buy and forget.

These three pillars of our investment process are in this order for
a reason. A high quality company, with strong returns on capital
reinvested, will always perform better over the long term than a
company with low returns, even if its shares are purchased at a
discounted price.

MARKET TIMING
Our fund will always be fully invested in the type of companies
we have described. We do not believe that we, or anyone else for
that matter, has the ability to time markets.
You should think of performance in stock markets as we do,
arriving like ketchup does from a glass bottle – in random fits
and starts – rather than smoothly and predictably. If you miss a
few good days in the market then your overall performance can
be seriously impaired. Using the last 15 years as an example,
if you had missed the strongest 10 days of performance in the

S&P 500, a popular US benchmark, your total return over the
period would be half of that achieved by remaining fully invested.
Incredibly, if you had missed the best 30 days, you would have
lost money overall even though the market was up over that time.
We also know that stock markets generally rise over time. In fact,
there has been no 15 year stretch since the Great Recession of
the 1930s where the S&P 500 was not higher at the end of the
period than at the start.
Which all leads us to the logical conclusion that you should
always have your equity allocation fully invested and you should
think about your investments in the stock market on a long-term
basis, because if you have at least 15 years to invest, you are
very likely to make money.
Furthermore, if you are a long-term investor, a company’s ability
to invest a portion of the cash it generates at a high rate of return
within a powerful business franchise will generate far greater
returns than any timing or valuation skill one could deploy. If you
are not a long-term investor, we would suggest that you probably
shouldn’t invest in the stock market, and you certainly shouldn’t
invest in our fund.

BENCHMARKS
Over time, you will want to assess our performance against
equities, cash and bond indices and we will provide comparisons
to help you do so. However, these comparisons are not particularly
beneficial to your understanding of our performance over short
time horizons of less than several years, as we are only concerned
with the change in intrinsic value of our companies and not the
price the market decides to place upon them day to day. Unlike
price, this intrinsic value tends to change gradually over time,
and so the market valuation of our portfolio on any given day
may bear little relation to what we believe the underlying value
to be. To illustrate this, imagine a dog walker crossing a field,
their dog wildly zigzagging around them. We would liken the
underlying value of our portfolio to the walker, clear in direction
and making steady progress, while the daily market price is like
the dog, moving back and forth quite randomly. Given enough
time though, we know that the price and value will eventually
meet, just as the dog and walker will leave the field together.
But fear not, should any of our companies ever permanently
decline in intrinsic value, we will be sure to let you know. We
think that acknowledging our mistakes publicly helps to reduce
the chance of us repeating them.
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Although we will provide an appropriate equity index for you to
measure us against, and you may of course have comparators
of your own, we can assure you that we pay no attention to how
similar or different our portfolio is to that index. In other words,
we regard the benchmark as of some benefit for performance
measurement, but of no benefit to portfolio construction. This is
at odds with the majority of fund managers, who closely monitor
and manage the difference between the holdings in their fund
and those chosen for the benchmark. The result, of course, is
that the performance of their funds rarely differ meaningfully
from the benchmark, and when their fees are taken into account,
they often underperform it overall.

DIVERSIFICATION
The stringent investment criteria we employ means that our
portfolio will contain 25-40 investments from amongst our
Investable Universe, the 83* companies which we regard
as sufficient quality for us to ever consider owning. Research
has demonstrated that a portfolio with just over 20 holdings
achieves almost all of the risk reduction benefits which can be
obtained from diversification. As a portfolio increases above
40 holdings however, over-diversification can cause the fund
to increasingly perform in line with the overall market. And how
many companies do you think the majority of fund managers
own? You guessed it: more than 40.
Part of this diversification also comes from being a global
investor. We have no bias toward any country and are simply
looking for the best companies to invest in with a combination
of high quality and reasonable value, wherever they may be
incorporated, headquartered or listed in the world. It is also
worth remembering that the country in which a company is listed
may have little bearing on the geographic source of its revenues
and profits, which is actually its true economic exposure.

MANAGEMENT
We focus much more on analysing the numbers of a business
than trying to find out the future of a company by interrogating its
management, who are not allowed to tell us anything different
than they say publicly anyway. We do meet with management
as it can improve our understanding of certain aspects of the
business, but we do not view this as critical to our investment
process. Further, once you take into account that it’s in the
management’s interest for you to invest in their shares, and that
they are likely to be particularly persuasive individuals to have
*as at 31 July 2018
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landed themselves a top management role in a listed company,
we often wonder if allowing them to influence our beliefs about
their company actually does more harm than good. It is these
types of meetings that other fund managers and financial
analysts use to build ‘conviction’ in their investments, whereas
we try to avoid having strong convictions other than those which
are based upon facts. We simply like the companies we own
until new evidence proves that we shouldn’t.
That is not to say management are not important. They are
often vitally important to the success of a company. However, we
prefer to judge management on their actions and the outcome
of those actions, rather than their words. We like management
teams which continue investing in the franchise value of their
business through good times and bad, and those which act
rationally in their allocation of capital between acquisitions,
internal investments and distributions to shareholders.
As we will be minority shareholders and cannot control
management, we will only ever invest in companies where we
believe them to be trustworthy and acting in the best long-term
interests of shareholders.

HOW WOULD SMITHSON’S INVESTABLE UNIVERSE HAVE
PERFORMED?
The Smithson team has compiled a list of companies which,
as at 31 July 2018, fall within the investment policy and which
exhibit characteristics that would lead us to consider making an
investment. We refer to this list as the “Investable Universe” and
it consists of 83 companies.
The tables below show the cumulative and annualised return
on the Investable Universe over one, three and five year
periods as at 31 July 2018, together with the total returns
on the MSCI World SMID Index, MSCI World Index and FTSE
100 Index over the same periods. We would hope to add
further to that performance by our portfolio selections.
Total Cumulative Return % to 31.07.18 (GBP)
1 year

3 years 5 years

Smithson Investable
Universe Back test

28.3

122.0

251.8

MSCI World SMID Index

12.7

57.1

85.3

WHAT WON’T WE DO?

MSCI World Index

12.4

53.9

81.9

We have told you how we seek to invest at some length. But
what won’t we do? We won’t conduct any currency hedging. This
is partly because we are no good at predicting the movement of
global currencies and partly because there is no possible hedge
that would perfectly offset the constantly fluctuating currencies
of all the countries in which our companies do business. Nor do
we seek to hedge market indices, interest rates or anything else.
It is worth reminding ourselves that hedges have a finite life.
Once they run out the investor has to then cope with whatever
has happened in the interim. Hedges also cost money and are
often priced so that the premium paid negates any benefit
of the hedge.

FTSE 100 Index

9.4

30.4

41.5

We will ignore significant parts of the market which we believe
don’t offer attractive investment opportunities. These include
banks and real estate (as previously mentioned) as well as other
sectors which require a lot of debt to augment otherwise meagre
returns. It also includes industries which are very cyclical, such
as construction, oil and mining, and industries which we deem
too competitive to be able to sustain a long term advantage, such
as automobiles and airlines. We also dislike capital intensive
industries such as utilities and telecoms which rarely achieve
high rates of return on the mountains of capital they invest,
especially given the fact that their returns are often limited by
government regulation.

Total Annualised Return % to 31.07.18 (GBP)
1 year

3 years 5 years

Smithson Investable
Universe Back test

28.3

30.4

28.6

MSCI World SMID Index

12.7

16.2

13.1

MSCI World Index

12.4

15.5

12.7

FTSE 100 Index

9.4

9.3

7.2

It should be noted that returns on the Smithson Investable
Universe back test are shown after the estimated OCF of 1.1%,
but before potential trading costs.
Prospective investors should also note that the information
in the table in respect of the returns of the companies in the
Investable Universe is intended to be illustrative only and is not
designed to be indicative, or to predict the future performance of
the Smithson investment portfolio, the returns of which may be
materially different from the historic returns from companies in
the Investable Universe as described above. In particular,
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while the Investable Universe above comprises 83 companies,
it is anticipated that Smithson’s portfolio will comprise between
25-40 investments, meaning that a majority of the companies in
the Investable Universe will not form part of the initial portfolio.
Therefore, the returns of the investments actually made by
Smithson will not necessarily correlate with the aggregate
returns of the entire Investable Universe. Past performance is
not a guide to future performance.

RISK VS RETURN OF COMBINING FUNDS
Small and mid cap companies tend to have higher expected
returns but also higher expected risk, defined as price volatility
(a measure of how much its price moves over time), when
compared to larger companies. However, adding a small and mid
cap portfolio to a large cap portfolio can raise expected returns
without increasing risk, due to the different risk and return
characteristics that small and mid cap companies provide.
The chart below illustrates how small and mid cap investments
combined with large cap investments can improve the risk:return
profile of a portfolio. The chart shows the average historical weekly
return over the last five years and the standard deviation of those
returns. The standard deviation is a measure of the volatility of
the return which can be equated to the risk. The two curves on
the chart represent the simulated risk and return of two different
combinations of funds and indices. The dark blue curve shows
combinations of the Fundsmith Equity Fund (FEF) and Smithson,
the light blue curve combines the MSCI World Index and the MSCI
World Small Cap Index. The end of each curve represents the
risk and return from a 100% holding of that fund or index with
each dot along the curve representing a change of 5% in the
combination of the two holdings. For the indices and FEF, actual
data has been used (source: Bloomberg). For Smithson, the data
has been simulated from a sample portfolio. As with any historical
analysis, past performance is not a reliable indicator of future
results. A fuller explanation is contained in the fund Prospectus
and prospective investors should read this before investing.
0.7%

Return (weekly)

0.6%
100%
Smithson
simulation

0.5%

0.4%

Higher
return
for same
risk

100% Fundsmith
Equity Fund
100% MSCI World
Small Cap

0.3%
100% MSCI World

0.2%
1.60%
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1.65%

1.70%

1.75%
1.80%
Risk (standard deviation)

1.85%

1.90%

WHAT DO WE CHARGE YOU?
Consistent with Fundsmith’s value approach, we will always
seek to minimise the total cost of investment. This includes
negotiating the best possible rates for brokerage, custody
and accounting services, and maintaining low portfolio
turnover. Our annual management charge is 0.9% of the
value of the funds which we manage for you per annum.
We do not charge performance fees as many investment
trust providers do.
As significant co-investors in the fund you can also be assured
that our interests are aligned in the closest possible way.

WHY AN INVESTMENT TRUST?

THE FUND MANAGER

First and foremost, it is because the fund has the potential to
generate better returns as a closed-ended investment trust
than as an open-ended mutual fund. According to a 2017
study by Winterflood Securities, a UK market maker, out of the
45 investment trusts which had a 5 year track record and an
equivalent open-ended mutual fund run on the same strategy,
the investment trust had better performance than the mutual
fund in 80% of the cases. Over the course of the 5 years, the
average outperformance of the investment trust shares against
the equivalent mutual fund was 2% per year.

Fundsmith is focused on delivering superior investment
performance at a reasonable cost. It was established to be
different from its peers so as to achieve a different result in line
with Sir John Templeton’s axiom that “If you want to have a better
performance than the crowd, you must do things differently
from the crowd.” The rigorous research process of Fundsmith is
central to what we do. We apply exacting standards to potential
investments to produce a portfolio of resilient businesses with
excellent performance. Minimising the costs we incur on behalf
of our customers in implementing our strategy also sits at the
heart of our philosophy.

The key reason we believe performance will be better is because
the closed-ended nature of an investment trust means that we
are able to invest in smaller, less liquid companies, and we won’t
be forced to sell at an inopportune time due to the withdrawal of
investor funds. Secondly, on the flipside, it also means that we
can control the amount of capital flowing into the fund. This will
help us to buy these less liquid investments slowly, thus avoiding
any price impact. At the same time, we can still offer investors
the daily liquidity that we believe is strongly in their interest, as
holders are able to sell their shares in the investment trust at
any time.

Fundsmith was established in 2010 by Terry Smith. The business
is owned and controlled by its partners, who have worked closely
together over many years, and is headquartered in London
with an office in Connecticut, USA. It is structured to survive
Terry Smith’s demise and continue with the same investment
philosophy. All partners of the firm have a significant coinvestment in our Funds delivering a clear alignment of interest.
Ancillary activities are outsourced to some of the world’s leading
providers in order to deliver high-quality operations whilst
allowing the Fundsmith team to focus on investment analysis,
portfolio management and customer care. As at 30th June 2018
we managed £17bn on behalf of some of the world’s largest and
most sophisticated wealth managers and private banks as well
as for prominent families, charities, endowments and individuals
invested in our fund range; Fundsmith Equity Fund (UK OEIC),
Fundsmith Equity Fund Feeder (Luxembourg SICAV), Fundsmith
Equity Fund L.P. (Delaware L.P.), Fundsmith Sustainable Equity
Fund (UK OEIC) and the Fundsmith Emerging Equities Trust plc
(London Stock Exchange listed investment trust).
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Terry Smith – Fundsmith CIO & CEO
Terry Smith graduated in History with a 1st class degree from
University College Cardiff in 1974. He worked for Barclays Bank
from 1974 until 1983 and became an Associate of the Chartered
Institute of Bankers in 1976. He obtained an MBA at The
Management College, Henley in 1979. He became a stockbroker
with W Greenwell & Co in 1984 and was the top-rated bank
analyst in London from 1984 until 1989. In 1990 he became
Head of UK Company Research at UBS Phillips & Drew, a position
from which he was dismissed in 1992 following the publication
of his best-selling book Accounting for Growth. He joined Collins
Stewart shortly after, and became a director in 1996. In 2000
he became Chief Executive and led the management buy-out of
Collins Stewart, which was floated on the London Stock Exchange
five months later. In 2003 Collins Stewart acquired Tullett Liberty
and followed this in 2004 with the acquisition of Prebon Group,
creating the world’s second largest inter-dealer broker. Collins
Stewart and Tullett Prebon were demerged in 2006. He founded
Fundsmith LLP in 2010. In 2012 he was appointed a Member of
the New Zealand Order of Merit (“MNZM”) for his contribution to
New Zealand-UK relations.
Simon Barnard – Portfolio Manager
Simon Barnard joined Fundsmith in September 2017. He started
his career at Goldman Sachs Asset Management in 2003 as a
research analyst on the technology and industrial sectors. He
moved to the consumer sector in 2008 and became the Global
Lead Portfolio Manager for the consumer discretionary sector in
2012. In 2014 he was named Portfolio Manager of the ‘Global
Income Builder Fund’, a multi-asset strategy. Upon its launch in
2016 he became Portfolio Manager of the ‘Global Millennials
Fund’, a concentrated global equity growth fund. Simon has a
First Class degree in Economics from the University of Cambridge
and is a CFA charter holder.
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Will Morgan – Assistant Portfolio Manager
Will Morgan joined Fundsmith in July 2017. He previously spent
17 years at Goldman Sachs. He began his career there in 2000,
initially in the asset management division, before moving to
equity sales in 2002. In 2003 he joined the Global Investment
Research division as an analyst covering the insurance sector,
and became head of the team in 2008. In 2011 he moved to
lead coverage of the Construction & Building Materials sector,
becoming a Managing Director in 2013 and deputy head of
the Industrials business unit. He became a sector specialist for
Autos and Industrials in 2015. He has a First Class degree in
Economics & Politics from the University of Bristol and is a CFA
charter holder.
Jonathan Imlah – Analyst
Jonathan joined Fundsmith in December 2013 from Canaccord
Genuity where he was the lead Technology analyst since 2010.
He was previously at Altium Securities where he covered
technology for 6 years, latterly as Head of Research. Prior to
Altium, he worked in the large cap technology team at Dresdner
Kleinwort covering pan European IT services. Jonathan was
Techmark Analyst of the Year in 2007 and was number 1 or 2 in
his sector in the FT Starmine survey between 2006 and 2010.
Prior to taking up a career as an analyst Jonathan was a country
investment report writer working in Spain, India, Russia, Hungary,
Brazil, Peru, Zimbabwe and Guatemala. Jonathan has an MBA
from INSEAD and a degree in French and Philosophy from the
University of St Andrews and is a fluent Spanish speaker.
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